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Webinar Housekeeping
 Feel free to ask any questions via the Q&A widget. 

 Recording will be available on Foley.com in the next few days and slides are 
available via Resource List widget.

 To be eligible for CLE credit, you will need to be logged for the full duration of 
the program. Please listen for the five-digit CLE course code announced at 
random.  Code will be required for CLE credit.

 Those seeking HRCI credit will be asked to type their name when prompted.

 CLE and HRCI certificates distributed via email approximately 8 weeks after 
webinar.

 KS, NY, NJ: Complete Attorney Affirmation Form via Resource List widget and 
answer polling question. Email the form to Lauren Klippel at 
lklippel@foley.com immediately following the program.
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AB 5 – Independent Contractors

 Codifies the Dynamex decision which effectively eliminated the flexible 
multifactor (Borello) test for determining independent contractor 
classification for most categories of workers. 

 Adopts the new “ABC” test. A worker is now considered an employee unless 
the hiring entity can satisfy all three of the following:

A. Worker is free from the control and direction of the hiring entity;

B. Worker performs work that is outside the usual course of the hiring entity’s 
business; and

C. Worker is customarily engaged in an independently established trade, 
occupation, or business of the same nature as the work performed for the 
hiring entity.



AB 5 – Independent Contractors
 Exempts a number of professions from the new ”ABC” test.  Those that 

meet an exemption will be subject to the prior Borello test. 

 Exemptions include:

1. Physicians, dentists, podiatrists, and veterinarians 2. Lawyers, architects, engineers, and accountants

3. Securities broker-dealers and investment advisors 4. Salespersons

5. Commercial fishermen 6. Licensed real estate salespersons, repossession agents, 
estheticians, electrologists, manicurists, barbers, and 
cosmetologists

7. Construction subcontractors and motor club service 
providers 

8. Travel agents, HR administrators, marketing contractors, 
grant writers, fine artists, payment processing agents, freelance 
writers, cartoonists, and editors who are able to meet certain 
other requirements outlined in the bill

9. Referral agencies connecting clients with those providing services in graphic design, photography, tutoring, event planning, 
minor home repair, home cleaning, moving, errands, furniture assembly, animal services, dog walking and grooming, web 
design, picture hanging, pool cleaning, or yard cleanup if they are able to meet certain other requirements outlined in the bill



AB 5 – Independent Contractors

 Nearly all CA employers must re-examine their contractors and re-
classify where necessary. 

 Updates to independent contractor agreements, while helpful, are not 
sufficient, alone, to meet AB 5. 

 Agreements with businesses (i.e., vendors or franchisees) are also at risk. 

 Dynamex (and by default certain aspects of AB 5) are likely to be deemed 
retroactive.   

 Businesses face difficult decisions:

– Least Risk - Reclassify independent contractors as employees?

– More Risk - Reconfigure operations in order to minimize liability under AB 5? 

– High Risk – Await results of AB 5 ballot initiative (for app-based services)?



CA Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)

 Provides new rights to CA consumers regarding their personal information. 
Requires new data protection duties for entities doing business in CA and 
their service providers. 

 Only applies if organization does business in CA (i.e. pays CA taxes) and 
meets any of the following thresholds:

– More than $25M in gross revenues annually (not limited to CA)

– Process or collect personal information for more than 50K California 
consumers, households, or devices per year.

– 50% or more of annual revenues is derived from “selling” personal 
information of CA consumers.

 Although compliance regarding employment data is not technically 
required until Jan. 1, 2021, based on the regulations, a privacy 
addendum for CA employee is required as of Jan 1, 2020.  



AB 51 – Limits Mandatory Arbitration

 Prohibits employers from requiring applicants or employees to waive 
any right, forum, or procedure established by the California Fair 
Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) and the California Labor Code.  

 Applies to “contracts for employment entered into, modified, or extended 
on or after January 1, 2020.”

 Any agreement that requires an employee to opt out or take affirmative 
action in order to preserve their rights is prohibited.

 Violation is a misdemeanor.

 Preemption?

 Are arbitration agreements beneficial any longer?



SB 188 – Hairstyle Discrimination

 Expands the definition of “race” for the purposes of the FEHA to also 
include “traits historically associated with race, including, but not limited to, 
hair texture and protective hairstyles,” such as “braids, locks, and twists.”

 Employers cannot enforce grooming policies that are facially “race neutral” 
to discriminate against those with natural hairstyles/protective styles.

 Rationale: workplace dress codes and grooming policies that prohibit 
certain hairstyles can have a disparate impact on race and may be a proxy 
for racial discrimination.

 Be sure to review and update your dress code/grooming policy!



AB 749 – No Rehire Clauses

 Settlement agreements may no longer contain a provision prohibiting, 
preventing, or otherwise restricting future employment. 

 Limited to “Aggrieved Persons” 

 Applies to settlement agreements entered on or after January 1, 2020.

 Exceptions: 

– Good faith belief employee engaged in sexual harassment or 
committed sexual assault; or

– Legitimate non-discriminatory/retaliatory reason for terminating 
employment or refusing to rehire employee.



AB 9 – Statute of Limitations

 Extends current statute of limitations period for filing claims of 
discrimination, harassment, and/or retaliation with the DFEH from one to 
three years.

 Will not revive previously lapsed claims, but it is unclear whether claims 
that arise in 2019 will be subject to the new three-year period.

 What does this mean?

– Increased backpay damages

– Documents, emails, and witnesses – save everything for 4 years

 Save trees, go paperless!



SB 142 - Lactation Accommodation
Following San Francisco’s lead, this law expands state law regarding lactation 
accommodations.  

Key changes:  

 Lactation room must be close to the employee’s work area, shielded from view and free 
from intrusion. The room must also:

– Be safe, clean and free of toxic or hazardous materials;

– Contain a surface to place a breast pump and other personal items;

– Contain seating;

– Have access to electricity; and

– If room is multi-purpose, lactation use takes precedence.

 The employer must provide access to a sink with running water and a refrigerator suitable 
for storing breast milk close to the employee’s workspace.

 Employers must create and implement a written lactation accommodation policy, that 
includes all elements of requirements outlined above AND informs employees of their right 
to file a complaint with the Labor Commissioner for violations.

 Hardship exemption only available to employers with 50 or fewer employees.



Minimum Wage

 On Jan. 1, 2020, California’s hourly minimum wage will increase: 

– $12 / hour (25 or less EEs) 

– $13 per hour (26 or more EEs). 

 Affects salary for exempt status: 

– $49,920 (25 or less EEs) 

– $54,080 (26 or more EEs)

 Beware of local laws!  



But Wait, There’s More . . .

 SB 778: Deadline for employers with five or more employees (including 
seasonal and temporary workers) to provide sexual harassment training 
every 2 years is extended to Jan. 1, 2021.  

– Employees who received training in 2019 are compliant with this deadline and do not need to 
be retrained before the new deadline.

 AB 1223: Employers must provide 30 days of unpaid leave to employees 
donating an organ, in addition to 30 days of paid leave currently required. 

 AB 203: Construction employers required to provide training regarding 
Valley Fever to employees working in areas affected by the disease.

 SB 83: Extends paid family leave benefits provided by State Disability 
Insurance from 6 weeks to 8 weeks.  Effective July 1, 2020.



QUESTIONS/COMMENTS?



ATTORNEY ADVERTISEMENT. The contents of this document, current at the date of 
publication, are for reference purposes only and do not constitute legal advice. Where 
previous cases are included, prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. Images of 
people may not be Foley personnel.
© 2019 Foley & Lardner LLP 

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!
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